FUNDING FRONTLINE IMPACT:
SAMPLE SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

LAUNCH DAY POSTS

Today, @Freedom_Fund is launching #FundingFrontlineImpact, a resource for donors who believe in the power of funding frontline orgs.

Discover stories, guidance & tools to help you on your own grantmaking journey - no matter the cause or geography.

➡️ www.fundingfrontlineimpact.org

---

Since 2014, @Freedom_Fund has funded over 170 frontline orgs and learned a lot along the way.

Today they’re launching #FundingFrontlineImpact, a new resource for donors who believe in the power of supporting frontline groups.

Check it out ↓

www.fundingfrontlineimpact.org

ANYTIME POSTS

Everyone’s talking about localisation, but what does it actually look like?

#FundingFrontlineImpact, a new resource by @Freedom_Fund, helps donors to bridge the gap between concepts like trust and partnership and real-life grantmaking practices.

➡️ www.fundingfrontlineimpact.org
Join me in ensuring that frontline organisations have the support they need to sustain and scale their impact!

Visit @Freedom_Fund's new resource #FundingFrontlineImpact to learn how. ⬇️

www.fundingfrontlineimpact.org

--

As a donor who believes in the power of frontline groups, I’m proud to support the launch of #FundingFrontlineImpact, an online resource by @Freedom_Fund.

You'll find stories, guidance & tools to help you on your frontline grantmaking journey.

➡️ www.fundingfrontlineimpact.org

--

Do you believe in the power of frontline orgs? We do!

Visit #FundingFrontlineImpact, a new @Freedom_Fund resource for practical advice, case studies and foundational principles that all frontline funders should follow.

Learn to support real change ⬇️

www.fundingfrontlineimpact.org